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TOI11'Snap's pmfessional property photography is new available Australia-wide. In response
to increased demand for its services, professional property photography company Top
Snap is expanding, with photographers now located across six mainland states and capitals.
In addition to property photography, Top Snap offers property marketing-tools including

eo~ywriting, vif~ual tours, virtual furniture, and Noar plans.

Top Snap's General Manager, Helen Clarke, puts the increased demand for its services

down to growing recognition of the benefits of professional photography for the real estate
industry.

"Agents who invest in wrofessional ph(!ltograpP¥ [an be confident of reaping the benefits,
with a resent US study revealing that professi<5nally photographed homes are viewed an
average of 61% more times online, arid sell for anything up to $100,QOO more than listings
using amateur photos.

"Ultimately, the more people interested in a property, the greater the chances of
receiving an attractive offer.

"And with professional photography being used for all aspects of a marketing campaign,

includiag slgnage, listing websites and printed materials, its importance these days just can't
be overstated," she said.
Michael Kirwan, Principal of Ray White Maitlan€! in New South Wales, uses professional

photography for all his campaigns and couldn't agree more:

"We're in the business of presenting every property at its best to help secure maximum
profit for our vendors, so we always insist on professional photography as it helps drive

buyer interest and competition, and can ultimately lead to a higher sales price.
"What's more, we use the photographs for all our marketing so it's a good return on

investment, and means eur ads look fantastic which gives us an advantage over competitors.
I simply, wouldn't have it any other way," said Michael.

top Snap photographers are professiona11y trained to shoot property, using high-end

camera equipment and studio flashes to balance light, and composing shots to capture a
property's best angles. All images are digitally enhanced, which may include inserting blue

skies on a rainy day, cleaning pools, greening lawns, removing unsightly objects or even de-
clut-tering, beforegeing delivered enline within 24 hours.

"As an agent my skills lie in sales, marketing and negotiation, so I leave photography
to the experts! In my experience there's simply no substitution for professional property
photography, so make sure you are giving your vendors the best shot at a sale IJy using it for
all your listings," concluded Michael,

12 I List more! Sel! more! Be more efficient! It's in sold.

Agents turning to
Domain.com.au in droves
Real estate agents are turning to

Dornain.corn.au in large numbers as
consumers continue to engage with the
highly successful online property portal.

On the back of the recent successful
launch ofthe Dornain.corn.au.Phone
app and new initiatives including Radar

search, Dornain.corn.au generated
a record 3,7 million unique browsers

CUBs) in October, 2 per cent higher than
September. Commenting on the increasing

popularity of Dornain.corn.au, John Brand,

General Manager of Key Categories, NSW
Publishing said that consumers seem
happier with what Domain.com.au has to
offer and are remaining loyal as they have

the ability to get in touch with more agents.

"Domain.com.au has continued to
deliver an online real estate portal that

responds to consumer needs. It is easy
to navigate and provides consumers with

ease of access to agents in the bid to find
:'. their dream property.

"Our method is obviously working
as agents continue to receive higher

conversion rate from enquiries through

to sale with Domain.com.au," Brand said.
Agent Robert Simeon from Ray White

Mosman Neutral Bay said: "I have been
using Domain.com.au since it launched,

among other property portals, and

Domain.com.au simply offers on line
consumers a much better and easier

experience which stems from the way in
which they set up their site.

"In particular, over the last three
years Domain.com.au has absolutely
dominated in its print and on line real

estate markets and the results are leading

to a much higher level of unique visitors
and on line enquiries through our website.

"It is vital in this modern era that online
business is consumer friendly and in real
estate it is about working your business
to meet the criteria of consumers -
Domain.com.au does that."

Launched last year, search tool
Radar is also providing agents with the

incentive to use Domain.com.au to reach
their target market.

Users that are searching via Radar are
82 per cent more likely to contact agents
through email rather than a standard

search, and those using Radar search view
are 33% more likely to view a property

than those using a standard search.
The Domain.com.au iPhone app has

now hit over 300,000 down loads and
recent figures show that the app is
responsible for anywhere between 7-10

per cent of all leads for agents.


